
INF3280 
Exercises for Problem solving 

1. A user is struggling with changing a one column document into two columns. What 

would you tell him such that he both solves the problem and becomes a better problem 

solver? 

2. Read the conversations below between a user and a support person helping out.  

Which type(s) of problem solving approach did they go through? See textbook p 85 

for an overview of problem solving approaches.  

Which types of learning processes (imitation, understanding the purpose, 

understanding functions, understanding structure (conceptualisation)) did the user and 

the supporter go through?  

Did the supporter provide any explicit training for problem solving? If so, which one? 

How could the supporter have provided more training for problem solving? 

a. A phone conversation – mending the purchase order 

Kyung:  Hi. I am editing a purchase order, and then I need to enter a higher amount than I 

typed yesterday. But I can’t get the system to change the number, it seems 

locked. How can I fix it?  

Lena:  You see, the auditor regulations state that once you have logged out, you can’t 

change the data that you have entered. You can’t even delete the item that’s 

there. So what you can do is insert a new line with the additional amount, such 

that the two add up to what you want.  

Kyung:  Aha. Very strange and awkward, but a smart solution. Does it work if the original 

amount is too high also?  

Lena:  Yes, then you type what you need to subtract with a minus sign in front.  

Kyung:  Makes sense. Thanks.  

b. Phone conversation – new version 

Wanda:  I cannot open the document from headquarters any longer.  

Emeline:  Does it concern all documents, or just the last one you tried? 

Wanda:  I don’t know. 

Emeline:  Try open one you have opened before. 

Wanda:  OK … now I try the one I received ... It opens. 

Emeline:  OK, then I think you need to upgrade to version 3 of Editor. You see, 

headquarters have started saving their files only in version 3 formats now.  



Wanda:  How can I do that?  

Emeline:  Open home page, then Software.  

Wanda:  OK, … I am there 

Emeline:  Click Download Editor 3. When it asks for Install, click OK.  

Wanda:  …Yes, now it says that it is installing.  

Emeline:  Fine, then it should open. Call me again if this doesn’t work.  

 

c. Phone conversation – Table of contents 

Samba:  Hi, I wonder whether Editor 3 can create an index.  

Lola:  Sure, First you mark those words you want to include. Then select Special 

Sections and Index  

Samba:  I’ve seen that, but I want an index of the headlines of the document.  

Lola:  Oh, but then you probably want a Table of Contents and not an Index.  

Samba:  Oh, so that is what it’s called. 

Lola:  There are tutorials on how to operate the Editor 3 on our web site. Go to 

Software and then Tutorials and you will find a long list.  

Samba:  Software … Tutorials … Oh yes, I can see that. Editor 3 … and Table of 

Contents down there at T, yes. Thanks. … And here it opens. … It looks simple, 

I’ll try.  

 

d. Co-located – Web server 

Ivana:  I don’t see the mail page like I used to.  

Edwin:  Which page? 

Ivana:  The yahoo mail. 

Edwin:  OK. We have had some trouble with the DNS server, so let me reset it. 

(Takes over the keyboard and fixes the problem.) 

Now it will work fine. Hopefully we will get the server up and running again this 

afternoon. 

(Leaves.) 

e. Co-located – Synchronising phone and PC 

Rubén:  I wonder how I can synchronise the contacts in my phone with those in the 

computer.  



Toots:  Well, I don’t know. Actually, in many cases, also we, who are IT people, have to 

search for solutions on the web. So let’s try searching together, and then we 

might find a way. Which brand is your phone?  

Rubén:  It’s a SonSang Nokola model  

Toots:  OK. Let’s use that and “synchronise contacts” as search terms.  

… 

The first hit is from SonSang. I would rather look in the second one, which 

seems to be a similar request posted on an e-mail list. The responses in such lists 

tend to be written by users so that you don’t have to be an engineer to 

understand.  

3. Assume that you are going to train a class about using a crossreferences in a 

document. Provide an assignment aiming at learning problem solving.  

Problem solving is more efficient when switching between trying on your own and 

consulting external resources. Find external resources on the web which may be 

helpful for learning crossreferences. How can you trigger learners to find such 

resources? 

 

 

 

 

 

 


